GLOOM DESCENDING OVER BRITAIN'S NATIONAL ART GALLERY: DUKE OF WELLINGTON'S GOYA PORTRAIT LOST

Dr. LYNN FAIRPROS

There is no hint of gloom detected in a formal report on a wartime theft from the National Art Gallery. The report was made after a thorough investigation by the police force and by the security forces of the gallery. The gallery's director, Sir William Worthington, said that the theft of the portrait of the Duke of Wellington by Francisco Goya is a serious blow to the gallery's collections. The portrait was stolen from the gallery on October 10th, 1965, and has not been recovered to date.

The police believe that the thief entered the gallery during the night and made his way to the portrait, which is in a glass case in the gallery's main hall. The thief then broke into the case and removed the portrait. The police have no suspects at this time.

The gallery's loss of the portrait is a blow to the gallery's collection, which includes works by many of the great masters of art. The gallery is currently working to replace the portrait with a copy of the same size and style.

NIXON'S CHANCES INCREASE IN NEXT ELECTIONS FOR U.S. PRESIDENCY

By Local Area

The possibility that Richard Nixon will win the presidency is increasing, according to polls conducted in several key states. Nixon's chances of winning the presidency are currently at 10%, up from 5% last month.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest in the southern states, where he is polling at 20%. His support is also strong in the western states, where he is polling at 15%. In the northeastern states, his support is at 10%.

The polls also show that Nixon's support is growing in the southwestern states, where he is polling at 15%. His support in the midwestern states is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among Republicans, with 30% saying they will vote for him. His support among independents is at 15%, and among Democrats it is at 10%.

The polls also show that Nixon's support is strongest among men, with 35% saying they will vote for him. His support among women is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among the elderly, with 25% saying they will vote for him. His support among young adults is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among those with a high school education or less, with 30% saying they will vote for him. His support among those with a college degree is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among those who are married, with 25% saying they will vote for him. His support among those who are single is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among those who are employed, with 30% saying they will vote for him. His support among those who are unemployed is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among those who are registered Republicans, with 30% saying they will vote for him. His support among those who are registered Democrats is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among those who are registered independents, with 15% saying they will vote for him. His support among those who are registered others is at 10%.

The polls show that Nixon's support is strongest among those who are born in the United States, with 30% saying they will vote for him. His support among those who are born elsewhere is at 10%.
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Security Council To Discuss Apartheid

UNITED NATIONS, Nov. 26 (AP) — The Security Council today requested the secretary-general to bring to its attention the fact that South Africa will not be represented at the United Nations.

The United States, which sponsored the resolution, said that South Africa will not be represented at the United Nations. The United States said that it would be held responsible for the international community.

They complained that South Africa was a "front line of the apartheid regime," and said that the United States should be held responsible for the international community.

New Road Shortens Distance Between Kabul and Charah

KABUL, Nov. 26 (AP) — The Afghan government has announced that it will construct a new road between Kabul and Charah, which is expected to be completed within the next year.

This is the second road to be constructed in the country, after the one between Kabul and Charah was built in 1978. The new road will be approximately 100 kilometers long and will connect the two major cities.

Several Leaders Of World Pay Their Last Respects At Grave Of John Kennedy

WASHINGTON, Nov. 26 (AP) — Several leaders of the world paid their last respects at the grave of John F. Kennedy today.

These included President Lyndon B. Johnson of the United States, Prime Minister Harold Wilson of Great Britain, and Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau of Canada.

The6 leaders were accompanied by a large delegation of foreign dignitaries, who paid their respects at the gravesite of Kennedy.
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U.K. WARNS AGAINST TRANSFER OF MAJORITY RULE TO S. RHODESIA'S AFRICANS

PANAMA - Armed forces in the House of Lords of the United Kingdom today warned against the transfer of majority rule to South Rhodesia's African population.

They expressed their concern over the possibility of a change in the country's political system, which could lead to a transfer of power to the African population.
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